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NetEx Extends Lead for WAN Optimization Application Support
HyperIP Software Now Accelerates WAN Data Movement for 40+
DR, Replication and Virtual Machine Migration Applications

MINNEAPOLIS, MN. – November 2, 2010 – NetEx®, the first company to provide a software
only WAN Optimization solution, today announced that it has extended its industry-leading
support for accelerating third-party data protection, business continuity and disaster recovery
applications by certifying products from Veeam Software, Dell/EqualLogic, Microsoft, Quantum
and AppAssure for operation with its award-winning HyperIP® WAN optimization software.

With these latest additions HyperIP now accelerates and optimizes WAN-based performance for
more than 40 applications from more than 20 leading vendors, including Network Appliance,
EMC, IBM, Falconstor, Hewlett-Packard, Oracle, Symantec and others. New applications that
have been tested and qualified by NetEx for optimization with HyperIP include:

• AppAssure Replay Replication
• Dell/EqualLogic PS Series Replication
• Microsoft Live Migration on Hyper-V
• Veeam Software Backup and Replication
• Quantum DXi backup systems
“HyperIP is not just the best WAN optimization product on the market, but with the best thirdparty application support in the industry it offers a complete, turnkey WAN optimization solution
to cover virtually every IT replication and migration application environment,” said
Robert MacIntyre, NetEx Vice President of Business Development and Marketing. “And with

HyperIP’s capabilities for VMware and Hyper-V virtualized environments, NetEx is a single
source for WAN optimization solutions for every physical and virtual infrastructure.”

HyperIP is the industry’s first software-only WAN optimization solution to enable LAN-type
performance to improve transfers of large data sets across WANs securely, swiftly and
seamlessly. Patent-pending technology accelerates and optimizes industry-leading data
replication and file transfer applications by aggregating multiple data streams over a shared
connection while mitigating the effects of bandwidth restrictions and latency due to distance
and/or router hop counts, packet loss and network errors.

HyperIP supports long-distance data transfers at up to OC12 rates of 800 Mb/s, the highest
performance of any WAN optimization solution on the market, and up to 100 percent faster than
competitive products by leveraging a high-efficiency design that utilizes 80 to 90 percent of
available bandwidth. Transfer speed is optimized for the full range of data management
applications, including backup and remote replication and business continuance/disaster recovery
(BC/DR).

As a software-based optimizer, HyperIP can be rapidly deployed as a Virtual Server Appliance
on commodity hardware and has been validated in independent testing to accelerate VMware
VMotion WAN transfers by a factor of 10x and Microsoft Hyper-V Live Migration by up to 16x.

In addition to operating seamlessly with the industry’s widest range of top backup, DR and
replication applications HyperIP fully supports WAN optimization for the industry standard FTP
and iSCSI protocols. A complete list the BC/DR solutions supported by HyperIP is available at:
http://www.netex.com/products/hyperip/supported-applications.

Follow Netex:
About NetEx
Formed in 1999 as a spin-off of Storage Technology Corporation (StorageTek®), privately-held
NetEx is providing the world’s fastest WAN optimization software in the industry, along with
guaranteed data delivery, for over 20 years to more than 100 of the world’s largest and most

sophisticated organizations, including some of the most prestigious providers of financial,
transportation and telecommunications services and government entities. Customers include BP,
Telstra, NTT, Verizon, Qwest, Royal Bank of Scotland Group, Lloyds TSB, NDC Health, IRS,
American, United Airlines and Kellogg. As a VMware Technology Alliance Partner, NetEx’s
HyperIP WAN optimizer software is leading the way in demonstrating impressive performance
results for supercharging VMware applications worldwide. For more information about NetEx,
NetEx/IP or HyperIP, visit www.netex.com or call +1-763-694-4300.
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